Programme

Monday, May 05, 2003

- Tom Kilpatrick: *The Nickajack Dam on the Tennessee River*
- Steve M. Alpert: *The Cross-Bronx Expressway*
- Libby Wayman, Michael Star & Ana Albir: *Tidal Power in the Severn Sound (England)*

Friday, May 09, 2003

- Will Fowler & Alex French: *Boston’s South Station Transportation Center*
- Alison Baker, Cecily Way & Austin Zimmerman: *Oil Pipelines in Alaska*
- Brittany Price: *Silver Mining Railroads in Colorado*
- Jodie Misiak: *Federation Square in Melbourne, Australia*
- Wintana Debessay & Patrick Hereford: *The Eurostar v.s. The Shinkansen*

Monday, May 12, 2003

- John Velasco: *Commuter Transit Corridor in San Diego, California*
- Constantinos Tsoucalas, Jad Karam & Lyle Paladin-Tripp: *Coastal Highway in Oman*
- Abraham Reyes, Raquel Escatel, Alia Burton & Jennifer Moore: *Bridges in West Virginia, Seattle-Tacoma, Humber Crossing, and Other Places*

Wednesday, May 14, 2003

- David Tobias: *Wind Farms off the shore of Long Island*
- Marc Washington, Jeneane Thomas & Jazlyn Carvajal: *The World Trade Center and its Reconstruction*
- Roberta Hsu & Leslie Robinson: *Anton Anderson Memorial Tunnel in Alaska*

Time slots will be allocated according to this formula: 9 minutes per team, plus an additional 4 minutes per team member.